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B O O K S


In translation into Turkish


- Also published in China from 2001 by the Shanghai Foreign Language Education Press.
- Also published in Delhi from 2007 in an edition for sale in India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Bhutan.
- Also published in an Arabic translation in 2009, King Saud University, Saudi Arabia.


**ON-LINE LECTURES, TALK SHOWS AND INTERVIEWS**

Debate with Abram de Swaan on language policy and multilingualism, filmed in Leeuwarden, the
Panel debate on *Linguistic imperialism, alive and kicking?* IATEFL 2013, Liverpool.

www.tesolacademic.org, keynote lecture, recorded 31 January 2012.

Keynote lecture ‘Creating multilingual education at Nordic universities: challenges and obstructions’ at the conference *Four or more languages for all: language policy challenges of the future*, Tórshavn, the Faroes, 22-24 August 2011. The 40-minute lecture can be downloaded: http://www.socdev.fo/pages/malpolitikk_uk/keynotes_lectures.php
as can the accompanying PowerPoint slides: http://www.socdev.fo/pages/malpolitikk_uk/presentations2.php.

Interview with Miguel Strubell at the **Open University of Barcelona** in connection with receiving the 2010 UNESCO Linguapax Prize:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNKWz0xylzI

Riz Khan show, **Al Jazeera**, 21 October 2010
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJhHyvFNXgE

Cross Talk on **Russia Today**, Peter Lavelle, English v. Globish, 6 May 2011
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjXn3IW5wQ4


The text has also been translated from French into Esperanto, see weblink:
La tutmonda angla : mito aŭ realaĵo ?

Power Point talk slides at the launch of an Italian translation of *Linguistic imperialism continued*

Interview with Mart Rannut 2006
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJhHyvFNXgE.

**Danmarks Radio**, P1 Formiddag, gæst hos Poul Friis, 3. februar 2012, kl. 9.10 – 10.00
Drømmen om et verdensprog,
http://www.dr.dk/P1/P1Formiddag/Udsendelser/2012/02/02122153.htm

ARTICLES ETC IN ANTHOLOGIES, ENCYCLOPEDIAS, AND JOURNALS


Phillipson, Robert 2013. Churchill 1943-2013. Reactions by Robert Phillipson to Winston Churchill’s speech when receiving an honorary doctorate at Harvard University in 1943, with Churchill’s remarks on the functions of a university, from his speech when receiving an honorary doctorate at the University of Copenhagen in 1950: http://www.linguistic-rights.org/robert-philipson/.

Phillipson, Robert 2013. Foreword, in Figueira, Carla 2013. Languages at war: external language spread policies in Lusophone Africa. Mozambique and Guinea-Bissau at the turn of the 21st
http://www.amazon.it/Americanizzazione-inglezzizzazione-processi-occupazione-ebook/dp/B00BBKMTYS.


- Linguistic Imperialism
- Colonialism and Neo-Colonialism in Language Policy and Planning
- Tove Skutnabb-Kangas.


Africaine des Langues, 139-151. www.acalan.org.


Skutnabb-Kangas, Tove, Robert Phillipson, Ajit Mohanty and Minati Panda. MLE concepts, goals,


Phillipson, Robert 2008. Lingua franca or lingua frankensteinia? English in European integration and globalisation. World Englishes, 27/2, 250-284, a ‘Forum’ consisting of the article, responses by seven scholars and a closing word by Robert Phillipson.


Phillipson, Robert 2006. "It’s the economy, stupid" (President Clinton) - eller har den sproglige mangfoldighed en chance? Kronik, Sprogforum 36, 4-7.


Phillipson, Robert 2001. English for globalisation or for the world’s people. *International Review of Education*, special issue on Globalization, Language and Education, ed. Birgit Brock-Utne, 47/3-


Skutnab-Kangas, Tove & Phillipson, Robert 1994. Linguistic imperialism. In The Encyclopedia of...

Phillipson, Robert 1993. Language and identity, national and transnational. In Watching Europe: A Media and Cultural Studies Reader, ed. Ute Bechdorf et al, Tübingen: Tübinger Vereinigung für Volkskunde e.V., and Amsterdam Cultural Studies Foundation, 185-196 (Annual Publication of the European Network for Media and Cultural Studies, volume 2 & 3); also available on the electronic network XS2CS@ACSi.nl (Access to Cultural Studies, University of Amsterdam).


Phillipson, Robert, & Skutnabb-Kangas, Tove & Africa, Hugh 1985. La planification linguistique

**PUBLICATIONS IN PRESS AND FORTHCOMING**


Volume 1. Language rights: principles, enactment, application.
Volume 2. Language policy in education: violations or rights for all?
Volume 3. Language endangerment and revitalisation; language rights charters and declarations.


**BOOK REVIEWS**


Phillipson, Robert 1997. Construcción lingüística de la Comunidad Europea: reseña de Labrie 'La construction linguistique de la Communauté européenne', Alteridades (Department of Anthropology, Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana, Mexico City) 10, 137-138


Skutnabb-Kangas, Tove, Peura, Markku & Phillipson, Robert 1987. Review of Chris Mullard:


**WORKING PAPERS, CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS ETC**


- Lessons for Europe from language policy in Australia, 3-37 (with Tove Skutnabb-Kangas),
- English only worldwide, or language ecology, 38-54 (with Tove Skutnabb-Kangas),
- Minority workers or minority human beings? A European dilemma", (with Tove Skutnabb-Kangas),
- Linguicide and linguicism, 83-91 (with Tove Skutnabb-Kangas)
- A historical outline of British policy for the spread of English, 92-98,
- Is India throwing away its language resources?, 99-102 (with Tove Skutnabb-Kangas)
- Review of Normand Labrie ‘La construction linguistique de la Communauté européenne', 103-106,
- Forslag til nyt satsningsområde, Statens Humanistiske Forskningsråds ny strategiplan, Sprogpolitik, 112-115.


The spread of dominant languages (English, French and German) in multilingual Europe, 18-22.
Danish scholars and languages of scientific communication, with Tove Skutnabb-Kangas, 33-42.


Nationalism and Cultural Identity in Comparative Perspective, Aarhus, 57-63.


Haberland, Hartmut, Carol Henriksen, Robert Phillipson and Tove Skutnabb-Kangas 1991. ’Tak for mad! Om sprogæderi med dansk som livret’. In *Det danske sprogs status år 2001, er dansk et...*


Namibian educational language planning: English for liberation or neocolonialism? with Tove Skutnabb-Kangas and High Africa (article reprint).


Applied linguists as agents of wider colonisation: the Gospel of International English, with Tove Skutnabb-Kangas, 103-123.


The legitimacy of the arguments for the spread of English, with Tove Skutnabb-Kangas, 378-415.

Denial of linguistic rights: the new mental slavery, with Tove Skutnabb-Kangas, 416-465.


Intercommunicative and intercultural competence, with Tove Skutnabb-Kangas, 43-77.


Namibian educational language planning: English for liberation or neocolonialism? with Tove Skutnabb-Kangas & Hugh Africa, 4-26.


Can increased metacommunicative awareness solve inter-cultural communication difficulties?
Phillipson, Robert 1979. Tolerance tests - measuring the linguistic and communicative content of samples of learners' language. Helm von Faber, Hubert Eichheim & Thelma Howell (eds), Munich: Goethe Institut/British Council Werkstattgespräche, 117-129.

**POPULARISATION**

The text has also been translated from French into Esperanto, see weblink: La tutmonda angla : mito aŭ realajo ?
http://www.guardianweekly.co.uk/?page=editorial&id=1381&catID=18


Phillipson, Robert 2001 “Dragons, language fascists and like myths” IATEFL Issues, Number 160, 2.


Phillipson, Robert and Skutnabb-Kangas, Tove 1995. Is India throwing away its language


TRANSLATIONS
